Clinical evaluation of a novel fractional radiofrequency based device for hair growth stimulation
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Abstract

Background and objective: Androgenetic alopecia is a common disorder affecting both males and females. Treatments range from topical or oral medication and energy based devices to hair transplantation. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the efficacy and safety of a novel fractional radiofrequency (RF) device (HairLux, Innogen Technologies Ltd., Yokneam, Israel), to prevent hair loss and induce hair growth.

Materials and methods: 25 patients received ten fractional RF treatments every two weeks, and were followed up 2 months after the last treatment. All patients were evaluated by global photography. In 10 patients blinded manual hair counts were performed. Results: Patients demonstrated less hair shedding, fuller hair, and faster hair growth. There was an average increase of 31.6% in hair density (based on hair counts) and 18% increase in hair shaft thickness. All subjects tolerated the treatments well.

Conclusion: The HairLux device is effective and safe for hair growth stimulation in AGA. Ten treatment sessions are recommended to maximize results.

Introduction

Typically presenting with a progressive thinning, miniaturization, and loss of hair on the scalp, patterned hair loss or androgenetic alopecia is the most common cause of hair loss in both the men and women, affecting approximately 85% of males and 50% of females over 50 years of age. The hallmark of androgenetic alopecia is a miniaturization of terminal pigmented anagen hairs, culminating in the expression of fine hypopigmented vellus hairs [1,2]. In essence, hair loss occurs when there is a change in the anagen/telogen ratio. The shortening of anagen and lengthening of the telogen phase leads to a reduction in hair density, visually appreciable as thinning and increasingly sparse hair on the scalp.

The mechanism of female pattern hair loss remains unclear and here, the effect of DHT (dihydrotestosterone) appears to be less important and is thought to play less of a role in the development of this disorder in females. In contrast however, male pattern hair loss is clearly mediated by DHT, produced from testosterone by 5α-reductase. Both male and female hair loss types result in vellus hair transformation, hair follicle miniaturization, diminution of shaft diameter, a shortening of anagen growth cycles and lengthening of telogen resting phase, as well as hair follicle apoptosis; these changes are thought to be related to the specific action of androgens [2,3]. Other mechanisms that help maintain anagen and hair shaft differentiation during hair follicle development include growth factors such as IGF-1 which prolongs anagen and induces hair shaft differentiation. While downregulation of IGF-1 in the dermal papillae induces entry from anagen (growth) into the catagen (involution) phase. Other growth factors which are produced following RF and which play a role in the prolongation of anagen are VEGF (Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor), FGF 5 (Fibroblast Growth factor) and FGF 7 [4].

Many different treatment modalities and techniques including both surgical and non-surgical approaches have been employed to help sustain the hair and/or help achieve hair growth in hair loss patients, albeit with varying degrees of therapeutic success. Pharmaceutical agents such as minoxidil, finasteride (competitive inhibitors of type II 5α-reductase), and dutasteride (competitive inhibitor of type I and II 5α-reductase) are being readily used in androgenetic alopecia, and are first-line treatments that have shown to be somewhat effective in stemming hair loss and maintaining still viable hair [5,1]. Energy-based systems including laser and light sources are enjoying an uptick in interest in androgenetic alopecia such as low-level laser therapy or LLLT (red or near infrared light) [1,3,6-15], most peculiarly due to the well-documented and yet still unclear hair growth effect they seem to have, known as paradoxical hypertrichosis [16-21]. LLLT appears to modulate cellular function including levels of prostaglandins, cytokines, and tumor necrosis factor, activate dormant hair follicles and helps to increase blood flow to the hair follicles [7]. Similarly, RF based devices have also been shown to be successful in promoting hair growth, thought to occur through the induction of growth factors in the papillary dermis [4].

One commonality among professional energy-based devices, is that after creating micro wounds in the skin, they induce a wound healing mechanism, one that leads to positive responses in local tissues such as hair growth. Previous studies have shown that wound healing is a key factor in stimulating hair follicles and hair growth [22-...]
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24]. Although the mechanism of this hair growth remains partially unknown, hair growth has been seen to occur following the induction of wound healing mechanisms. The aim of this study was to investigate the efficacy and safety of an RF device to achieve hair growth.

Materials and methods

Study design

This was a prospective, open label, single center, clinical study.

Twenty-five healthy patients aged 19 to 73 (18 females, 7 males) with variable grades of AGA according to the Hamilton Norwood, and Ludwig pattern hair loss scales were included and scheduled to receive treatments at two-week intervals. The study was approved by an Institutional Review Board and all study participants provided written informed consent prior to the initiation of the trial. Global photography was performed in all patients at baseline, at every second treatment and 2 months after the last treatment. Comparisons were made at the end of the study. In 10 patients (aged 38 to 57) dermatoscopic images were taken and sent to an independent laboratory (TrichoLAB, Warsaw, Poland) for measurement and blinded evaluation of manual hair counts, hair density (the average number of hair in cm²) and hair follicle thickness (the average hair shaft thickness in cm²). Treatment safety was evaluated by the frequency and severity of adverse events reported throughout the clinical trial. Patients also completed a self-assessment questionnaire to help further evaluate improvements achieved as well as overall patient satisfaction and comfort from treatment.

Treatment safety was evaluated by the frequency and severity of adverse events reported throughout the clinical trial.

Device description

The HairLux device (Innogen Technologies Ltd., Yokneam, Israel) is a professional hair growth stimulation fractional RF technology. The tabletop device is equipped with a fractional RF applicator (handpiece). The system employs an innovative RF distribution mechanism, based on a combination of monopolar and bipolar RF technologies, with the therapeutic advantages of both treatment modalities. The comb-like RF applicator tip consists of an array of 6x6 pins, totaling 36 pins. Each pin operates as an independent electrode, and has an independent electrical switcher, enabling each electrode to change polarity (+/-). During treatment, each of the electrodes, or pins, transmits the electrical RF current in a uniform pattern to the target area on the scalp, creating localized stimulation which promotes hair growth.

The key advantage of this innovative technology is the high control over the RF current pathway which leads to fast treatments with high efficacy, high safety profile and no pain during the treatment., The pins function similarly to comb teeth and part the patient’s hair, ensuring that the RF current is homogenously distributed and delivered to the scalp. The HairLux system produces RF energy in 460 KHz with equivalent energy of up to 20 mJ per pin for 36 electrodes. Treatments are characteristically painless, ensuring a pleasant treatment experience for the patient.

Results

Twenty five healthy study subjects having the typical clinical picture of androgenetic alopecia respective to their gender were included in this experimental clinical study.

Of the 25 study participants who were enrolled, baseline data and study evaluation measurements were made and collected for ten patients (female: n=8; male: n=2). Two patients dropped out as they could not commit to the study protocol.

Twenty-three patients who completed the study protocol showed overall less hair shedding, faster hair growth, fuller hair and more hair volume after 10 treatments and at 2 months follow up.

Trichoscopy manual hair count results of all ten patients demonstrated a mean 31.6% improvement in hair counts, with an average hair count in the frontal area increasing from 136 hairs/cm² to 179 hairs/cm². Hair thickness measurements demonstrated an 18% increase in hair shaft thickness. The mean hair thickness in the frontal area increased from 48.4 µm to 57.1 µm (vellus hair: < 30 µm; intermediate hair: 30-50 µm; terminal hair: > 50 µm).

An increased density and thickness of the hair, verified with hair count data, led to a significantly positive cosmetic outcome in all study participants. The procedure was also found to be safe, with no serious or lasting adverse events. While some of the patients reported only a mild tingling during treatment and mild scalp sensitivity lasting from a few hours up to 24 hours post treatment, none of the patients reported any pain or discomfort, and all tolerated the treatment sessions well. No serious adverse events were observed.

In the self-assessed questionnaires, 13 and 10 subjects reported to be either very satisfied or satisfied, respectively. All 23 subjects would recommend the procedure.

Figures 1-3 illustrate the positive cosmetic impact seen from baseline after multiple treatments with the HairLux device.

Discussion

Androgenetic alopecia (pattern hair loss) is very challenging to treat and although many different treatment modalities are available (topical minoxidil, oral finasteride, hair transplantation and low laser light therapy) results are variable and mostly unsatisfactory.
In pattern pattern hair loss, hair follicle structures are preserved while disruption of hair growth (anagen) and/or prolongation of the resting phase (telogen) due to inadequate hair follicle stem cell (HFSC) stimulation, lead to hair loss. Therefore treatments that prolong or induce the anagen phase may be helpful.

New hair growth requires entry of hair follicles from the telogen (resting) into the anagen (growth) phase. This involves a two-step activation process: First the secondary hair germ precursors (present at the base of the follicle) proliferate and only second and after this the hair follicle bulge stem cells proliferate. This two-step activation happens during late telogen to early anagen.

One of the earliest molecular pathways for the initiation of this two-step activation and later hair shaft formation is the Wnt/b-catenin pathway.

B-catenin is a downstream mediator of Wnt signaling and is present in the dermal papilla during anagen whereas the absence of b-catenin leads to premature catagen induction.

Interestingly the Wnt/b-catenin pathway is also one of the initial molecular responses to injury and is activated by wounding. Dermal papillae cells react to wounding by the production of mediators (proteins) that pass signals by the Wnt pathway. In this pathway, there is a (paracrine) cross talk between the dermal papillae cells (secondary hair germ) and bulge cells.

After skin wounding, Wnt signal activates stem cells to repair tissue and enhance formation of new epithelia including hair. Hence, Wnt signaling not only leads to complete tissue regeneration but also to new hair follicle formation.

Radiofrequency (RF) is a high frequency alternating electric current with a frequency between 3kHz-300GHz. It’s first use in medicine was in 1928 by Dr. Cushing and Dr. Bovie. They used pulsed RF energy and were able to remove tumors while minimizing hemorrhagic complications. The first tissue tightening and rejuvenation device that used RF energy was a monopolar RF device introduced in 2003 and the first bipolar fractional RF device for skin resurfacing and rejuvenation was introduced in 2009.

Since then many other RF devices have been introduced into the market with nowadays a plethora of devices for tissue tightening and rejuvenation.

The reason RF technology has become one of the most popular technologies for skin rejuvenation is its high safety profile and efficacy. Moreover RF has no preference for melanin or other "colored" molecules or structures making it "color blind". Thus it can be safely used also in the darker skin types [22-24].

Suggested mechanisms for the induction of hair growth by radiofrequency include the induction of cytokines and growth factors that are associated with hair growth such as keratinocyte growth factor, IGF-1 (Insulin like growth factor-1). Yoon in 2011 [4] showed upregulation of IGF-1, a potent stimulator of hair follicle growth and VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor) in human dermal papillae cells after RF exposure together with hair shaft elongation [4].

Fractional RF devices which are used for skin resurfacing and collagen remodeling induce new collagen formation in the dermis. This entirely new extracellular matrix in the dermal papillae with robust neo-collagenesis, increase in hyaluronic acid formation as well as elastogenesis results in a healthier scalp and improved anchorage of the hair in the follicles [25]. Leading to longer hair growth and less hair loss.

The HairLux RF device effectively stimulates the scalp and induces hair growth by triggering growth factor production, induction of a very mild wound healing response and the induction of neocollagenesis. RF also increases blood circulation via VEGF resulting in higher and more effective tissue perfusion.

In this study, we used the HairLux device to induce significant hair growth on the scalp. Patients demonstrated a faster hair growth, fuller hair, and more hair volume after 8 to 10 treatments, with 31.6% and 18% showing improvements in hair counts and hair thickness, respectively. None of the patients reported any discomfort from treatment and patients were very pleased with the cosmetic results. The HairLux device offers a safe and effective treatment alternative for patients suffering from androgenetic alopecia.
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